ABSTRACT Nonnegative sparse representation has become highly popular in certain applications in the context of signals and corresponding dictionaries that have nonnegative limitations. Applying an adaptive dictionary for sparse representation of nonnegative signals has been shown to be very effective; but constructing adaptive dictionary, i.e., dictionary learning, remains a challenge. In this paper, we attempt to design an effective and tailored algorithm for the sparse representation of nonnegative signals. We consider the so-called determinant sparsity measure formed with the determinant of the Gram matrix of sparse coefficients. Based on the determinant measure, we formulate the nonnegative dictionary learning problem that is optimization of a non-convex function. For reducing the computational complexity of the optimization, the difference of convex functions (DC) programming is employed since the non-convex function can be set to the form of difference of two convex functions. Because there are two variables in the dictionary learning problem that cannot be solved directly by DC programming, an alternation scheme is employed to treat the sparse coding and dictionary update of the dictionary learning problem alternatively with the DC programming. Our proposed novel dictionary learning algorithm has three advantages: 1) the higher recovery ratio is achieved by the proposed algorithm, even when the signals are weakly sparse; 2) the generalization ability of the proposed algorithm is greater, more often converging to a global solution than to local optimal solutions; and 3) the obtained sparse solution has a low-overlapping property that enables the solutions to be sparse and makes the proposed algorithm robust. Numerical experiments and experiments using real-world data demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonnegative sparse representation has attracted substantial attention in many applications that have nonnegative properties such as image, video, and binary communication signal processing [1] - [4] . There are two models, i.e., analysis model and synthesis model, to formulate the sparse representation. The analysis model is for representing the signals by its forward projection on the basis, while the synthesis model seeks a reconstruction of the signal as a combination of atoms [5] . This paper addresses the spare representation problem of nonnegative signals with the synthesis model. The synthesis sparse representation is based on a redundant, i.e., overcomplete dictionary that contains atoms, and signals are described by sparse linear combinations of the atoms in the dictionary [1] . The purpose of sparse representation is to approximate a signal by a specific linear combination of atoms chosen from a dictionary matrix. In the nonnegative sparse model, a nonnegative dictionary multiplying a nonnegative coefficient matrix can be used to represent the nonnegative signals [6] . For the observed signal Y ∈ R m×N + , the synthesis model suggests that the signal can be described as
or
where W ∈ R m×n + is an overcomplete dictionary to be determined [7] . When m ≤ n, where the dictionary contains n atoms of size m×1, the dictionary is termed column overcomplete, i.e., redundant. Here, H ∈ R n×N + is the representation coefficient matrix. For sparse representation, the representation H ∈ R m×N + must be sparse, i.e., most elements of H are zero-valued or nearly zero-valued.
This article focuses on the sparse representation of nonnegative signals because the signal and corresponding dictionary have nonnegative limitations in certain applications in the context of sparse representation. This means that processing nonnegative signals has more strength restrictions than general signals. To address such issues, in nonnegative signal processing, we have to consider the natural characteristics of signals so that the signal processing can be more effective and accurate. For the above consideration, the design of the dictionaries is particularly important for nonnegative sparse representations and needs to satisfy two requirements: the dictionary must possess nonnegative properties, and the dictionary needs to be able to match the internal structure of the signal, thereby reflecting the intrinsic information of the signal [8] .
Generally, there are two methods used to construct dictionaries, i.e., predefined dictionaries and learning dictionaries [1] , [9] . Learning dictionaries from specific a sets of data is a recent trend for achieving state-of-the-art results on various signal and image processing tasks. This is also one of the key issues related to sparse representation. Currently, the design of dictionaries adapting and matching well to a set of investigated signals remains a challenging problem.
The core of this article is to choose a suitable sparse measure and suitable optimization method to design a better dictionary learning algorithm for performing nonnegative spare representation. Most dictionary learning algorithms are based on the alternating optimization scheme of a sparse coding step and a dictionary updating step. Typical approaches for the dictionary learning of sparse representations use the 0 -norm, 1 -norm, and p -norm as the sparsity measures to solve the sparse coding problem with a sparse representation model [10] - [12] . In contrast to conventional dictionary learning methods, in this paper, we employ the determinant sparsity measure, which can reflect the joint 2-dimension sparseness of matrix [13] , [14] . Moreover, the determinant sparsity measure is convex and differentiable, which are not held by the other measures, such as 0 , 1 -norms, etc. The key to dictionary learning, considering different contexts with different constraints, is to solve the corresponding optimization problem [15] . In this paper, the proposed dictionary learning problem is a non-convex problem even though the determinant sparsity measure itself is convex. Therefore, the optimization issue is challenging.
For effectively solving the non-convex problem, we employ the DC programming, by which we expect to obtain globally optimal solutions with lower computational complexity. In the literature, we know that even if using the same objective function, the results with different solution algorithms will vary, namely, the performance of different algorithms applied to the same problem differs [16] , [17] . For an advanced algorithm, an effective optimization approach is particularly important. Given this understanding, we intend to use DC programming to solve the nonnegative dictionary learning problem [18] . DC programming is widely used to solve a class of optimization problems of the form min f (x) = f 1 (x) − f 2 (x). For instance, Fig. 1 shows two convex functions f 1 (x) = x 2 and f 2 (x) = |x|. However, their difference f 1 − f 2 is non-convex, which is hard to solve. The motivation for employing DC programming comes from the following two facts. The first fact is that DC programming and its DC algorithm (DCA), are powerful tools for a class of non-convex optimization problems. DC programming approaches were proved to have certain advantages in solving non-convex optimization problems [19] . For example, although the DCA can only guarantee to converge convergence to local optima, in general, DCA has been successfully applied to many different non-convex optimization problems, dominantly achieving global solutions [20] - [22] . Through numerical experiments, in this paper, this point will also be confirmed by testing the accuracy of the solutions. The second fact is that the form of our objective function itself is the form of a convex function subtract another convex function so that we can directly treat it as a DC function. In this way, complex mathematical derivation can be avoided when performing DC decomposition. In other words, our objective function is essentially suitable for utilizing the DC programming.
Based on the determinant sparsity measure and DC programming, in this paper, a class of novel algorithms for the nonnegative sparse representation of signals are proposed, therein achieving higher recovery ratios of atoms, even in the case of signals with weak sparsity.
A. CONTRIBUTIONS
The goal of this article is in designing and developing dictionary learning algorithms to provide fast and highly efficient methods for nonnegative data analysis. For quantize the sparsity of nonnegative signals, we employ a sparsity measure that is formed with the determinant of the Gram matrix. The determinant measure has beneficial features such as being convex and differentiable. In addition, the determinant measure can measure the sparsity of nonnegative signals even though the signals are weakly sparse.
In the alternating scheme, we adopt a DC programming approach to the new cost function with the determinant sparsity measure. In the sparse coding stage, two DC decompositions of the cost function are proposed. Correspondingly, two DC algorithms are utilized for the optimization. In the dictionary learning stage, the dictionary updating problem is also formulated as of a DC program, and DCA is utilized for the optimization. Numerical experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. We apply our proposed algorithms to not only artificial data but also real-world data.
B. ORGANIZATION AND NOTATIONS
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, we address related work. In Section III, we present the formulation of the nonnegative sparse representation model with the determinant sparsity measure. The alternation scheme is considered for treating the dictionary learning problem. In Section IV, we first review DC programming. Then, we describe the optimization details of the sparse coding problem and dictionary update problem, which are solved using DC programming. The experiments are described in Section V, therein demonstrating the practical advantages of the proposed algorithms compared with stateof-the-art algorithms with both artificial and real-world data. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section VI. For ease of later use, here, we define the notations used in this paper in Table 1 . Note that in this paper, all parameters take on real values.
II. RELATED WORK
Typical approaches to sparse representation have been using the 0 -norm, 1 -norm, 2 -norm, 1/2 -norm, and p -norm as the sparsity measure of signals [10] , [11] , [23] , [24] . H 0 counts the number of nonzero elements in the coefficient matrix of H, where the results using the 0 -norm can lead H to be the sparsest, but the corresponding combinatorial optimization problem is usually NP-hard [1] , [25] . On the one hand, greedy algorithms have been proposed to solve the 0 -norm optimization; the simplest such methods are matching pursuit (MP) [26] and orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [25] . On the other hand, relaxations of the 0 -norm have been proposed. The most successful relaxation method is the basic pursuit (BP) algorithm [27] , which uses the relaxation 1 -norm instead of the 0 -norm and is suitable for large-scale optimization problems [16] , [27] . The iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (ISTA) [28] and iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) [29] are improved BP algorithms, which are based on the p -norm, and speed up the original BP algorithm. Directly applying these algorithms to nonnegative signals may not achieve satisfactory results because they do not consider the nonnegative properties of the signals in the process of sparse representation.
Various algorithms have been proposed for nonnegative signals. For example, NNK-SVD [30] , which is a variant of the K-SVD algorithm, was proposed for nonnegative sparse representation. The performance of NNK-SVD is not much better than the original K-SVD algorithm, as negative elements are set to zero for guaranteed nonnegativity. In addition, general sparsity constrained nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) methods can be used for nonnegative sparse representation. Examples include the nonnegative sparse coding (NNSC) algorithm by Hoyer [31] , the sparse NMF (SNMF) algorithm by Liu et al. [32] , and sparsity constrained NMF (NMFSC) [33] by Hoyer. The NMFSC algorithms are successful but too strictly restrict the sparsity, which limits their applicability. The NMFL0-H algorithm [34] , based on the 0 -norm, can achieve the best approximation of sparsity, but it is slow and cannot achieve stable solutions.
Current nonnegative dictionary learning algorithms are mature, but there remains room for improvement, for example, in terms of the dictionary atom recovery ratio, the accuracy of the recovered signals, and the sparsity of the coefficient matrix. In this paper, we aim to improve these properties by employing the determinant as a sparsity measure. VOLUME 6, 2018 Among the approaches for handling sparse optimization problems, DC programming and DCA-based approaches have been found to be very efficient [16] , [21] , [35] - [37] . For example, in [19] , DC programming and DCA were used to recover sparse signals with a family of non-convex penalties. In [38] , DC programming and DCA were used to solve 0 -norm sparse optimization problems. In [20] , DC programming and DCA were used to solve NMF problems. Vo et al. [37] used DC programming and DCA for dictionary learning with the capped-1 penalty. Li et al. [36] used the DC programming and DCA to solve the analysis nonnegative sparse representation problem based on the determinant-type sparsity measure. Motivated by these successes, we intend to employ DC programming and DCA for solving the nonnegative dictionary learning problem.
III. SPARSE MODEL WITH THE DETERMINANT-TYPE OF SPARSE MEASURE
As described in the introduction, we intend to represent nonnegative signals with the sparse model. This can be formulized as a regularized NMF problem, which takes the form
where the operator · F denotes the Frobenius norm, Y − WH 2 F denotes the approximation error. The functions J 1 and J 2 are regularization terms enforcing certain application-dependent constraints on the solutions, and λ 1 and λ 2 are trade-off parameters [20] . We assume that Y are observed signals, and our target is finding W and H whose multiplication can estimate nonnegative sparse signals Y. In this paper, we focus on the case of m < n, so that Y = WH is an under-determinant problem even if W is known. This is why we need to introduce constraint J 1 in (3), which is for converting the ill-posed problem into well-proposed one. In such a case W is usual called overcomplete dictionary since its columns are not orthogonal in general and is overcomplete. Therefore (3) is a signal representation problem, rather than a feature extraction problem in which W must be column independent.
In the sparse representation category, H is a coefficient matrix and is required to be sparse. Therefore, the regularization J 1 = − det(HH T ) is employed to measure the sparsity of the coefficient matrix H. Specifically, we replace the most commonly used l 0 -norm by the determinant to measure the sparsity. This operation can not only avoid the NP-hard problem of solving the l 0 -norm constraint optimization problem but also measure the overall sparsity of a matrix rather than measure the sparsity of each column or row vector. Geometrically, the determinant det(HH T ) denotes the volume of the parallelotope defined by the rows of H. A larger volume represents a more sparse coefficient matrix H [13] , [39] , [40] . In the regularization, J 1 (H), the minus indicates that the approximation error and J 1 (H) are required to be minimized, but achieving a sparse H requires the maximum volume.
HH
T is the so-called Gram matrix. Let H i: denotes the ith row of H. The Gram matrix is computed as
For using the determinant as the sparsity measure requires some requirements must be satisfied. First, the dictionary and coefficient matrix are required to be nonnegative. Second, each row of the coefficient matrix needs to sum to one, i.e., H1 N = 1 m [14] , [41] . In this situation, it holds that det(HH T ) ∈ [0, 1]. A larger determinant means a sparser corresponding matrix [42] , [43] . Therefore, we can use the determinant measure as the sparsity measure of the sparse matrix. In the case of a sparse representation with the determinant measure, when det(HH T ) is maximized, H becomes the sparsest.
Based on this mathematical model, we can construct a nonnegative sparse representation model as follows:
Here, det(HH T ) is the sparse constraint, and λ is a positive constant that achieves a trade-off between the constraint and approximation error. The combined optimization problem (5) has two variables so that it is usually difficult for an optimization. In this paper, we employ an alternating update scheme to update the dictionary W and coefficient matrix H, that is, starting from known W, we fix W, update H, and then alternate. Thus, the update scheme can be written as follows.
The sparse coding stage, fixing W and then updating H, is as follows:
The optimization method of the sparse coding stage is detailed in Section IV-B. The dictionary update stage, fixing H and then updating W, is as follows:
The optimization method for the dictionary update stage is detailed in Section IV-C.
IV. DC PROGRAMMING AND DCA FOR DICTIONARY LEARNING
In this section, we will investigate the use of DC programming and DCA in solving the nonnegative dictionary learning problem. In mathematics, an optimization problem whose cost function is of the form of the difference of two convex functions belongs to the so-called DC programming family; several algorithm schemes have been developed to efficiently solve such problems [20] . Among these schemes, DCA [44] is efficient and has low computational complexity. Because DCA performs well and possesses fast convergence, robustness, and effectiveness in large-scale tasks and sparse datasets [20] , [21] , [44] , our proposed algorithms are based on this. Although DCA has only been proved to local minima, phenomenally DCA has been shown that in overwhelming majority of cases converges to a global minimum because of its local characteristics [21] , [44] . The cost function in (6) or (7) can be decomposed into the difference of variant two convex functions; i.e., the decomposition is not unique. As for the sparse coding, i.e., (6), we propose two types of DC decomposition (a direct DC programming method (DCdet-1) and a nested DC programming method (DCdet-2)), and the corresponding DCA is proposed to solve the sparse coding problem. An overview of our approach is given in Fig. 2 . After the sparse coding, we also use a DC programming approach to treat the dictionary learning process. Before delving into the details, we start by reviewing some important concepts about DC programming and DCA.
A. REVIEW OF DC PROGRAMMING AND DCA
The general DC program form is as follows:
where g(α) and h(α) are lower semi-continuous proper convex functions on R n on the whole space [20] , [21] . We call such a function f (α) as a DC function. Note that g(α)−h(α) is a DC decomposition of f (α), while g(α) and h(α) are the DC components of f (α). Specifically, there may be various DC decompositions of f (α), with different DC decompositions leading to different DC algorithms. DCA needs to consider the problem in both its primal form and its dual space of convex conjugation. Using Fenchel's convex conjugate theory, the functions g * and h * are the convex conjugate functions of g and h, which are defined as
If we letρ be the optimum value of the DC program (8), the dual problem of (8) can be deduced as follows:
Evidently, the optimal value of the DC program is the same as the optimal value of its dual. This means that we can obtain the optimal solutions of the optimization by solving either the primal problem P DC or the dual problem D DC .
Algorithm 1 DCA
Require: Set k=0 and initial estimation α (0) ∈ R n + . 1: Repeat 2:
Step 1: Choose
The Algorithm 1 illustrates a simplified version of the complete DC algorithm, which is based on an iterative chain-rule consisting of in iteratively optimizing the primal and dual problems. It is worthy of note that the DC algorithm works by building two sequences {α (k) } and {β (k) }, which are candidate solutions of P DC (8) and D DC (11) [21] .
If both the functions h and g are differentiable, ''∈'' becomes ''='' in the algorithm. The theoretical basic and convergence properties of the above DCA can be found in [16] , [21] , [22] , [44] .
It is noted that the illustrated DCA is based on the local optimality conditions, i.e., ∅ = ∂h(α * ) ⊂ ∂g(α * ), α * is called a critical point of g(α) − h(α) [20] . This condition can guarantee that the DCA obtains local optima. Although the local properties cannot guarantee to obtain the global optima, with a suitable starting point, it converges quite often to a global one. That is to say, under local optimality conditions, DCA can obtain global optima with overwhelmingly great probability [21] , [44] . In practice, DCA has been successfully applied to many different non-convex optimization problems. An and Tao [21] and Tao and An [44] have detailed this viewpoint and given the illustration of global properties. Unfortunately, the global optimality conditions are rather difficult to use for devising practical solution methods to DC programs [21] , [22] . In general, experimental verification is implemented to check the globality of solution.
B. SPARSE CODING WITH DC PROGRAMMING
For solving the sparse coding problem (6), we propose to use DC programming. As the first step in applying DC programming, we decompose the objective function as the form of the difference of two convex functions, i.e., DC function, as follows:
where F 1 and F 2 are the DC components of F. We define the convex functions F 1 and F 2 as follows:
Then, the original problem (6) can be reformulated as a DC program:
where χ R n×N + (H) is an indicator function for dealing with the nonnegativity, which is defined by
We denote F * 1 ( H) and F * 2 ( H) as the convex conjugate function of F 1 (H) and F 2 (H), respectively, defined as
For the convex F 2 (H), the subdifferential of F 2 (H) denoted by ∂F 2 (H) is a closed convex set; for the differentiable criterion, ∂F 2 (H) is a singleton [19] , and hence, ∂F 2 (H) = {∇F 2 (H)}. According to the conjugate and subdifferential theory, we know that
∇F * 1 ( H) = arg min
At each iteration k, we can analytically determine the elements of the subdifferential H (k) of F 2 as the function F 2 is explicitly known. Moreover, the function F 2 is differentiable. Thus, we have
At iteration k+1, once H (k) is known, the update value of H k+1 can be determined by calculating the subdifferential of F * 1 as follows:
where Y T :j denotes the transpose of the jth column of Y and H (k) , H denotes the trace of the matrices tr ( H (k)T H). Here, we use two approaches, i.e., the direct DC programming method and the nested DC programming method, to solve the above problem. We will present the details of the two methods in the following.
1) DIRECT DC PROGRAMMING METHOD
Because W is known, we can see that the above formula is a quadratic function with the variable H :j . To solve the quadratic function, we consider optimizing only a single variable H ij by fixing the other components in H :j . In addition, they are uncorrelated with each other [45] . Specifically, when we update H ij , we can regard the other elements in the same row as known. Thus, we can update the whole row of H at once. The element-wise optimization of H can be written as follows: (21) contains non-differentiable functions, we cannot use general optimization methods but use the proximity operator method to treat it [15] , [46] . It is worth noting that proximity operator method plays a center role in the analysis and finding the numerical solution of convex optimization problems. By using proximity operator, our method is distinguished from the existing nonnegative dictionary learning algorithms, which usually compellingly set the negative value to zero during the solution updating [30] , [33] . That is, the existing methods are approximate ones, while our method provides an accurate way for dealing with negative values, rather than approximately setting the negative value to zero. The update procedure can be finally described as follows:
where, we use (x) + = max(0, x) denotes the projection of a vector x on a subset C ∈ R n when C = R n + . More details are given in Appendix. Then, we can obtain the update rule of H. 
5:
for i = 1 : n 6:
= max(0,
end for 8 :
Until convergence 10: end for 11: return H
2) NESTED DC PROGRAMMING METHOD
We can find that the function (20) can also be decomposed as a DC function with the variable H. For simply expression, we let min
Let M = W T W; η ∈ R m ++ , satisfying M diag(η). Then the objective function can be expressed as:
where
At iteration k,
At iteration k + 1,
= arg min
The update procedures are shown in Algorithm 3. 
for j = 1 : N 8:
end for 10 :
Until convergence 12: end for 13 : return H
C. DICTIONARY UPDATE
For the dictionary update stage, we fix H and update the dictionary W as described in (7). For simplicity, let X = Y T , A = W T , and D = H T . Then, the dictionary update objective function (7) can be rewritten in the following form.
To apply DC programming for optimizing W, we rewrite x as the column vector of X and a as the column vector of A; therefore, (29) can be decomposed into
Then,
Let P = D T D, γ ∈ R m ++ , satisfying P diag(γ ). Then the objective function f in (31) can be expressed as following DC function:
Thus, problem (31) can be reformulated as a DC program, which we use DCA to solve:
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At iteration k+1,
We can rewrite the update rule into matrix form as follows:
The update procedures are summarized in the nonnegative dictionary learning Algorithm 4, which includes the sparse coding procedures and dictionary update procedures.
Algorithm 4 Nonnegative Dictionary Learning Algorithm by DC Programming
Require: Data matrix Y, the regularization parameter λ. 
H = H (k+1) sum the rows to one. 7: %Dictionaryupdate 8: Let X = Y T ; A = W T ; D = H T .
9:
Let P = D T D; γ = P1 n×1 .
10:
11:
) 13: end for 14: W = (A (k+1) ) T normalize the columns to 2 -norm. 15 :
Until convergence 17: end for 18: return W, H
D. PARAMETER DISCUSSION
The trade-off parameter λ balances the approximation error Y−WH 2 F and the determinant sparsity measure det(HH T ), which plays a critical role in the proposed method. Because the value of det(HH T ) is generally quite small when n is large, a common approach, for example, in [39] and [45] is to take the logarithm operation of the determinant constraint. In some sense, this treatment may change the property of the determinant constraint. Thus, in this paper, we take following procedure to adjust the parameter λ for making the determinant sparsity penalty effective. Now, we give two methods to determine the parameter λ. One method is using the exponential rule λ k = σ exp(−τ k) [47] . In the (k + 1) th iteration, σ is set to ς det(H (k) H (k)T ); therefore, in equation (19) , the det(HH T ) part will be eliminated. Equation (19) can be rewritten as
In this formula, we only need to determine the positive constant ς and τ to ensure 0 ≤ λ (k+1) ≤ λ (k) [13] . The second method is to take the logarithm operation of the determinant part of equation (19) . In equation (19) , the value of the determinant part is general small. We let it equal ln(det(HH T )) −1 ; in this case, we only changed the magnitude of the determinant constraint rather than its properties. The value of λ can be roughly determined.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, a numerical experiment and a real-world data experiment are performed to test the proposed algorithms. In the numerical experiment, we use a random dictionary (taken as the ground truth) and coefficient matrix to generate synthetic data. By comparing the learned dictionary with the ground-truth dictionary, we can evaluate the performance of the dictionary atom recovery. We evaluate three aspects: 1) we evaluate the learning capability and efficiency of the proposed algorithm in the fixed sparsity case and varying sparsity case, 2) we test the atom recovery ratio under different noise levels, and 3) we evaluate the performance of the algorithms in terms of the 2 error measure and the recovery of the support (i.e., the set of the non-zero components) of H :j .
In the real-world data experiment, we conduct an image denoising experiment to test the denoising performance of the proposed algorithm. Five figures are used as experimental subjects; and the peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) 1 and the structural similarity (SSIM) 2 [48] are used as the evaluation criteria.
In our experiments, we implement the code in Matlab R2016b. All the experiments were executed on a PC with a 3.30 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU and 16 GB of memory.
A. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT ON DICTIONARY RECOVERY FROM SYNTHETIC DATA
In this subsection, we introduce the details and results of the numerical experiments.
1) SETTINGS
We randomly generate a 20 × 50 dictionary matrix W and a 50 × 1500 coefficient matrix H. These matrices include 1 , µ x and µ y denote the mean intensity of discrete form of image x and y, σ x and σ y denote the unbiased estimate in discrete form of image x and y. Here x and y are vectorizations of the original image X and the estimated image Y, respectively. The details refer to [48] . independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) uniformly random entries. Each column of W was normalized to the unit 2 -norm. The dictionary W was referred to as the ground-truth dictionary; it was not used in the update stage and only used for evaluation. The rows of the coefficient matrix H sum to one. Then, a collection of signals Y of N samples of y with dimensionality m was synthesized. Each sample y is a linear combination of s different columns of the dictionary W, with i.i.d. corresponding coefficients in uniformly random and independent positions, i.e., Y = WH.
Here, s denotes the number of nonzero elements in each column of the coefficient matrix H.
2) EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
We applied the NNK-SVD, NMFL0-H, NNSC, and NMFSC algorithms as well as the proposed DCdet-1 and DCdet-2 algorithms to the generated signals to learn the dictionaries and recorded their performances. In the proposed DCdet-1 and DCdet-2 algorithms, we set the parameter λ as 10 −6 and 10 −7 , respectively. Matlab codes for the NNK-SVD, 3 NMFL0-H, 4 NNSC, 5 and NMFSC 5 algorithms are available online.
To evaluate the performance of the learned dictionaryŴ, i.e., to evaluate how close the learned dictionary is to its objective, we compared theŴ obtained by the above algorithms with the known ground truth W. The comparison was made by sweeping through the columns ofŴ and W and measuring the distances between their columns, as the order of the columns in W andŴ may be different. An atom W :i of the true dictionary is considered as recovered if it finds a matchŴ :j in the learned dictionary. Specifically, 1 − |W T :iŴ :j | ≤ 0.01. must be satisfied. The recovery ratio for the learned dictionary was calculated by dividing the number of recovered atoms by the total number of atoms inŴ.
In addition, we use the Hoyer sparsity to measure the absolute sparsity of the coefficient matrix, which is expressed as follows:
where x i is the column of the coefficient matrix. A larger Hoyer sparsity means a sparser coefficient matrix. The relative error, which is used to measure the representation performance of signal recovery, is given by 
3) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR FIXED SPARSITY
In the case of fixed sparsity, i.e., nonzero element s = 3, we conduct the above described numerical experiment. The trials were repeated 20 times and the stopping criterion was based on the number of iterations (1500) for each algorithm. We recorded the evolution of the atom recovery, CPU time, relative error, and Hoyer sparsity versus the iteration number of the listed algorithms. In our comparison, we used the recorded average atom recovery ratio, CPU time, relative error, and Hoyer sparsity as measures to evaluate the performance of the algorithms.
a: ATOMS RECOVERY RATIO
The dictionary recovery results (the average over the trials) are shown in Fig. 3 (the x-axis denotes the number of iterations, and the y-axis denotes the dictionary recovery ratio). From the recovery ratio curves, we can find that our proposed DCdet-2 algorithm achieves the highest atom recovery ratio of 100%, which is higher than the other algorithms. The proposed DCdet-1 achieves the second highest dictionary recovery ratio of 97.8%.
b: CPU TIME Fig. 4 shows the rate of recovery and the CPU time after 1500 iterations of the six algorithms. The NNK-SVD algorithm takes the longest time to complete 1500 iterations. Our DCdet-1 algorithm takes the shortest time to achieve a stable and high atom recovery ratio. DCdet-2 is slightly slower than NNSC but much faster than NNK-SVD. Note that the DCdet-2 algorithm recovers all the original atoms, which is better than other algorithms.
c: RELATIVE ERROR
Fig . 5 shows the average relative errors, which are calculated using (39) . For an ease visual observation, we denote relative error (dB) = 10 log 10 (
. We find that the DCdet-2 algorithm achieves the smallest relative error. The relative error of the DCdet-1 algorithm is close to that of the NFML0-H algorithm. The results show that the DCdet-2 algorithm achieves a smaller estimation error than the other algorithms. This means that the recovered signalŶ by the DCdet-2 algorithm is closer to the original observed signal Y than the recovered signals by the other listed algorithms. Fig. 6 shows the average Hoyer sparsity. We find that the NMFL0-H algorithm performs the best. Our proposed DCdet-2 algorithm performs the second best among all the algorithms. The sparsity of the NN-KSVD, NNSC and NMFSC algorithms exceeds the original sparsity, which indicates over-fitting. However, the sparsity of our proposed DCdet-1 algorithm is less than the original sparsity. 
d: HOYER SPARSITY

4) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS UNDER VARYING SPARSITY
We also conduct experiments on dictionary recovery under varying sparsity s, which is the number of nonzero elements in the sparse coefficient matrix. All trials were repeated 30 times for each algorithm and for various s from 1 to 13. The average recovery ratios with respect to the number of nonzero elements are shown in Fig 7. It can be observed that even in the case of weak sparseness, the atom recovery ratio of the DCdet-2 algorithm could also reach 100%, which is better than the other listed algorithms.
5) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF NOISE CASE
To test the anti-noise performance, we implement our proposed algorithms and the NNK-SVD, NMFL0-H, NNSC algorithms under various noise levels. All the experiments used a 20 × 50 dictionary and fixed nonzero elements s = 3 in each column of the coefficient matrix. Uniformly distributed positive noise υ ∼ U (0, 1) of varying signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) was added to the test signals. The Figure 8 shows the average atom recovery rate at 10 dB, 20 dB, 30 dB, and ∞ SNR levels. The numerical experimental results show that our proposed DCdet-2 algorithm performs best in high SNR (20 dB, 30 dB, and infinity cases). The NMFL0-H algorithm performs well under all given noise levels.
6) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF TESTING THE SUCCESS OF THE ALGORITHM
As stated above, DCA has been shown that in overwhelming majority of cases converges to a global minimum because of its local characteristics. To discuss this, we utilize the proposed algorithms with a fixed dictionary to process the sparse coding to measure the accuracy of the solutions. Here, we take the 2 error and the recovery of the support as measures to quantitative test the success of the algorithms. These two measures reflect the distance between the ideal solution H and the solved solutionĤ.
The 2 error, i.e., H −Ĥ 2 F / H 2 F , measures the distance as relative to the energy in the true solution, indicating the 2 proximity between the two solutions [1] . A smaller 2 error, means that two solutions are more similar. The recovery of the support computes the distance between the supports S andŜ of the two solutions H andĤ, respectively. This distance is defined by
A distance of zero indicates that the two supports are the same. In contrast, if the distance is close to 1, the two supports have no overlap and are entirely different. Distances between The compared algorithms are the DCdet-1, DCdet-2, NMFL0-H and NN-BP algorithms (NMFL0-H and NNK-SVD utilize rsNNLS and NN-BP as the solvers, respectively). The results of this experiment are summarized in Figures 9 and 10 . The DCdet-2 algorithms behaves quite well for all given cardinalities in terms of the 2 error measure. DCdet-2 algorithm's performance in terms of the success rate in detecting the true support is similar to the NMFL0-H algorithm's performance for various cardinalities. The experimental results show that the DCdet-2 algorithm obtained more accurate solutions compared with other algorithms. From Figures 9 and 10 , we find that the DCdet-2 algorithm achieves a smaller 2 error compared with the NMFL0-H algorithm while achieving close recovery of the support. However, the NMFL0-H algorithm is robust and exact in the recovery of the support [34] . Therefore, we can say that the solutions of the DCdet-2 algorithm are global and more accurate.
7) COMPARISON OF TWO PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
From the above experimental results, we can find that our proposed DCdet-1 and DCdet-2 algorithms show a significant difference in the dictionary learning performance. In terms of computational efficiency, DCdet-1 gives an advantage of quick convergence. But in terms of rate of recovery for the dictionary, DCdet-2 performs best. In the noise-free case, DCdet-2 obtains a high and stable rate of recovery covered both the strong and weak signal sparsity cases; in high SNR case, DCdet-2 obtains a high rate of recovery. In terms of accuracy, DCdet-2 obtains both the smaller probability of error in support and the smaller average 2 error compared with DCdet-1 in various cardinalities of the true solution. In summary, compared with DCdet-1, DCdet-2 behaves relatively more stable performance, higher rate of recovery and higher precision of solutions. However, DCdet-1 has the advantage in computational efficiency.
B. IMAGE DENOISING OF NATURE IMAGES
In this section, we run our proposed algorithms to test the image denoising performance, whereby we can verify the efficiency of the proposed dictionary learning method. For comparison, we also applied other nonnegative dictionary learning algorithms. The experimental objects are five grayscale images, barbara, boat, house, lena, and peppers, which are commonly used in image denoising experiments [49] , [50] . We generated the noisy images with the principles below. A typical noise model can be defined as Y = X + υ, where X ∈ R m×N denotes the clean image, υ ∈ R m×N denotes the zero-mean white and homogeneous Gaussian noise with a fixed standard deviation σ , and Y ∈ R m×N is the observed noisy image. In this paper, considering the study of nonnegative signals, we added uniformly distributed positive noise to the images instead of zero-mean white and homogeneous Gaussian noise. For image denoising, we followed the mode described in [51] .
In the dictionary learning stage, for each test image, we first regularly sample a training set from the noisy image in an overlapping manner. The training set includes N = 8000 patches (for a patch size of 8 × 8 pixels). After converting each patch into a m = 64 size vector, a 64 × 8000 size training matrix is constructed. We set the dictionary size as n = 256. Then, we learn a dictionary W using our proposed algorithm. In the denoising process, we first sample all the patches Y from the original noisy image; then, we calculate the sparse representation coefficient H of the patch samples Y using the learned dictionary W. Finally, we reconstructed each image patch using its spare representation coefficients. Gathering all the reconstructed image patches together, we can construct the denoised image. Figure 11 shows the visual results for the ''barbara.'' We can observe that our proposed nonnegative dictionary learning algorithm DCdet-1 performs better in image denoising than other methods. Figure 12 shows the learned dictionary from the ''barbara'' image using our DCdet-1 algorithm. Table 2 lists the peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the structural similarity (SSIM) of the different methods and images. It can be observed that our proposed DCdet-1 and DCdet-2 algorithms obtained higher PSNR and SSIM compared to the other methods on most images; the denoising performance of our proposed algorithms is better.
Because the image denoising problem is important and the simplest possible inverse problem, through image denoising, we verify the application performance of our proposed algorithms. Simultaneously, by comparing with other dictionary learning algorithms, the effectiveness of our algorithms is also verified. By quantitative analysis of the experimental results, we found that our proposed dictionary learning algorithms can achieve better or similar performances in terms of image denoising compared with the image denoising performance of the NNK-SVD, NMFL0-H, NNSC, and NMFSC algorithms. This suggests that our proposed dictionary learning algorithms are effective on real-world data.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed two novel nonnegative sparse representation algorithms, DCdet-1 and DCdet-2.The determinant-type measure was employed as the sparsity measure, and the alternative update scheme was used to treat the optimization problem. Because the constructed sparse coding and dictionary learning problem were non-convex problems, the DC programming approach was utilized to solve the corresponding optimization problems. Derivations and experiments showed that DC programming is a feasible and efficient method for solving our non-convex problems, therein more often achieving global minimums rather than local minimums. Specifically, these methods are effective for nonnegative sparse representations.
To verify the effectiveness and performance of the proposed algorithms, the proposed algorithms are applied to not only synthetic signals but also the denoising of real-world data. Experimental results for dictionary recovery tasks showed that the proposed algorithm could more accurately learn a nonnegative and overcomplete dictionary. The average dictionary recovery ratio of the proposed algorithm is higher than that of the state-of-the-art algorithms in the cases covering weak sparseness though strong sparseness. In particular, the relative approximation error is smaller than that of state-of-the-art algorithms. This result shows that we can achieve more accurate signal reconstruction. In image denoising, our proposed algorithms achieve better performance than the listed state-of-the-art algorithms.
In future work, we will focus on nonnegative dictionary learning using other sparsity measures and consider other real applications of nonnegative sparse representation.
APPENDIX PROXIMITY MINIMIZATION RESULT OF INDICATOR FUNCTION
In this section, we will detailed the general proximal minimization result of indicator function. The proximal operator prox f : R n → R n of a closed proper convex function f is defined by prox f (y) := arg min
where, η is a positive parameter as a trade-off to control the approximation.
In this paper, we consider a following minimization problem:
where χ C (x) is a indicator function, defined by
(42) can be solved by the proximal forward-backward splitting scheme [46] . Applying the scheme, at iteration k+1, we obtain 
Where proj C (·) denotes the projection of a vector on a convex subset C ⊂ R n , which is the nearest element of C to the vector with regard to Euclidean distance. Sra et al. [52] and Tomioka et al. [53] regard that proximal operation can be considered as a generalization of the projection onto a convex set. That is to say, we have the following results
When C = R n + , proj C (x) = (x) + = (max{0, x 1 }, max{0, x 2 }, . . . , max{0, x n }).
